
 

Relationships Today

his lesson offers three activities that serve to introduce the curriculum,set a

welcoming tone, and create an interest in and a motivation for relationship

education. The first icebreaker is an engaging drawingactivity that asks participants

to consider their own experiences with relationships. The drawingactivity is fun, puts

participants at ease, and works well to invite everyoneto participate. The drawing

activity transitions into a short discussion.It helps participants see that others

experience manyof the sameissues and challenges they experience. Participants begin

to explore why the quality of a romantic relationship matters: howit can affect every

other area of a person’slife—school and work, emotional and physical health, and

later, one’s children.In this initial session, participants begin to explore why having

healthy relationshipsis so important. They learn that weare in a hopeful new place

today, thanksto recent research findings about different patterns that harm or protect

relationships.

The second activity encourages participants to begin to cultivate a vision of the kind of

relationship they desire. Participants learn that a vision is important; it can serve as a

guide for one’s choices and behaviors.

The final Red or Green Beads Demonstration illustrates what Love Notes is about. Participants

learn they canincrease their relationship smarts by learning more about self and about

relationships. And, by acquiring essential relationship skills, they can make decisions, take

steps and engagein behaviorsthat put healthy relationships within their reach.

A viewingof the film Antwone Fisher is strongly recommended.It is a hopeful portrayal

of one young man’sjourney of healing from traumaandof learning how to develop a

healthy love relationship. This film engages youth from the start and provides a frame of

reference for each themein Love Notes. Time constraints may not allow for showing it in

session. You'll be provided with a way to introduceit and options for youthto viewit.
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¢ Consider the challenges of relationships today.

e Explore how relationships affect manyareasoflife.

* Create a personalrelationship vision (hopes, dreams, expectations, goals, etc.) and

an understandingthatthis vision is like a blueprint to our future relationships—we

are building winningrelationships.

+ Become aware that a body of research-based knowledge and skills to inform good

decision-making and healthy relationship formation exists and they'll be learning it

in this program.

Lessonat a Glance

1.1 Relationships Today (20 minutes)

 
Activity: Relationships Today

1.2 Defining a Vision (5 minutes)

Activity: Vision Building

1.3. Choosing Reds or Greens? (10 minutes)

Activity: Red or Green Demonstration

1.4 Film Opportunity—AntwoneFisher (17 minutes)

Activity: View scenes 1-3 of Antwone Fisher 
1.5 Trusted Adult Connection  
 

Resources:

la. WhatIf...? response sheet(pg. 23) |

1b. Brief Instructor Resource: Antwone Fisher (pg. 24)
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Found in back Appendix: |

© In-depth Film Guidefor Antwone Fisher

 

Materials: |

| ¢ Lesson 1 PowerPoint slideshow andthe duplicate masters for handoutsare digital

downloadsthat come with the curriculum. Easy-to-follow directions are foundat

Dibblelnstitute.org/LN4. Note that key points for each slide are includedin the

notes section of the PowerPointslides.

e Suggested: Film (DVD) Antwone Fisher. Available, at low cost (under $10) from

Amazon, Walmart, Target, etc.

e 3x5 cardsfor the Trusted Adult Connection activity.

e Blank paper

¢ Flip chart/board

¢ Colored markers (enough so everyonehasa few colors)

 
+ One small, clear, plastic glass, jar, or bowl

| ¢ Red and green craft beads (or small candy)

+ Closed box marked “Love Notes,” with slit in top for students to ask questions.

+ Equipmentto play music  | Workbook Application:

¢ My Relationship Vision (pg. 1)

 

Preparation |

Y Prepare by reading the lesson and viewing the PowerPoint slides. In the notes

section of each slide, you'll find key points to help keep you on track. Some |

| instructorsfind it helpful to print theseoff.

Y Fill a clear, plastic glass, jar, or bowl with small, red craft beads. Include a few green

ones mixed in.

Y Optional, but highly recommended:locate the film Antwone Fisher. (Purchase from

| Amazonfor $9.99 or rent instantly for $3.99.) We recommendintroducing the

film and showingthefirst three scenes in the first session (8 minutes). Consult the
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suggested options for how participants might view theentire film. Read the synopsis

in Section 1.4 and the brief overview provided (Resource 1b, pg. 24). In the Appendix,

there is amoredetailed film guide and discussion resource organized around the key

themesof this program.If you have time or can utilize one of the suggested options,

we recommendthat participants see the film early in the program so that as you go

over different themes of Love Notes you canrefer to it informally.

An important elementofthis curriculum is the Trusted Adult Connection (TAC)

activity found at the end of every lesson. Every young person needsa trusted

adult, a go-to personto talk to aboutlife. Be sure that each participantcan identify

someone;if they do not have someone,it is important to help them find someone

with whom to share and discuss whatthey are learning in this program (possibly

colleagues in your program or school). Instructions for introducing the TACareat

the endof the lesson, after the section on Antwone Fisher. Be sure to introduce the

Trusted Adult Connection, even if you do not use the film.

Select some music to play at the start and finish of each session and during

activities where indicated. Music creates a comfortable setting. It is also a central

element of many young people’slives and a wayfor leaders to connect with

them. Look for popular music on the subject of relationships, but do not worry

about whetherit is current or hip. As the program gets going, the leader can ask

participants to bring in songs thatrelate to the topics of discussion.
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¢ Blank 8 1/2 x 11 paper
* Plenty of colored markers

|» Music

SECTION 1.1 20 minutes |

Relationships Today  —

  n this section, participants will be asked to reflect upon a prompt

I. then draw a picture to representtheir experiences, thoughts, or

feelings. Participants will then be asked to share and interpret their

drawings. Theinstructor will use the participants’ drawings and

commentaries to introduce the program and engagein a discussion of

how and whyhealthy relationships matter to ourlives. Have music

playing uponentry. (PP)  Activity: Relationships Today

After the welcome, introductions, and ground rules discussion, announcethatthis

program is about relationships and relationship decision making. Suggestedscript: |

e Weare starting a program aboutrelationships and relationship decision-making. And a

good place to start is with your thoughts and your experiences about relationships. But

rather than asking you to write or talk, Iam going to ask you to draw.
|

| Pass out blank paper and colored markers, and ask the group to Finish this thought with a drawing...

| reflect fora moment on this prompt that should be written on the
| board or flip chart: (PP) Relationships today

arelike...

Relationships today arelike...
 

 

+ Reflect upon your own experiences and those offriends andfamily around you. Whatis your

first reaction —negative or positive—to whatrelationships are like today? What has been your
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experience? Or, simply, whatis your personaltake on the state of relationships (or marriages) |

today? There is no right or wrong response here. It’s your opinion that counts here! |

%* What are yourfrustrations with relationships? Or, what are your hopes and dreams? Think+

about a symbol, image, or picture that captures your thoughts. You can insert words. I am

not lookingfor great art—just simple symbols,stickfigures, or images to capture your

thoughts, feelings, and/or experiences. Havefun and don’t worry about the artwork.

Be sure to offer an example before they start drawing. There are three on theslides. |  
| ae Before you start drawing, let me give you a couple ofexamples of

what people have drawnin the past. (PP)

(PP) Play music while they are drawing. Allow fourto five

minutes. Then ask for some volunteers, one by one, to hold up

their drawing and explain. Validate each one’s drawing and

thoughts. 
Discussion:Relationships Today

 

Whentheyare doneinterpreting their drawings, make the

  
 
    

following points to engage discussion: (PP) Relationshipscan be complicated

What makesit more challenging to have a good

relationship today?+ Your drawings reveal what many people experience today.

Relationships can be complicated.

 

%* Let’s brainstorm. What makesit hard to maintain a good |

relationship? (Leader’s Note: No need to commentor discussat this point. Just listen 
to their responses, then continue.) |

+ Poll: Let's do a quick poll. How many want to be married orfind a life partner someday? Not

| now, but someday. (Raise hands.) How many wantto have children someday? (Raise hands.)
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%* Do you want to see how you compare to large national surveys ofyoung people?

   
Most Have Not Given Up On Love

= Ina recent survey 83% of 20-24 year olds said it was
important to be married/find a life partner some day
-Da yau agree?

%* (PP, advance) In a recent survey of20- to 24-year-olds, a majority

(83%) said it was important to be married some day.'

+ Most young parentsare romantically involved at time of birth

** (Advanceslide.) It’s also interesting that most young, unmarried ary the chances are pretty good theyItatogether
…Butdo they?

parents are romantically involved at the time of the birth of their + Many young fathers want to step up, but mostft
forthemestpartWhyis thatdeyouthi?

child, and the majority of them say the chances are pretty good they
 

will stay together?

e Whatdo you think? Do moststay together? (Listen to responses.)

e. Well, here are the facts: Many youngfathers truly do wantto step up, stay with the

mother, and be a good father to their child.

e (Advanceslide.) But, what happensafter the child is born is often a differentstory.

Young parents may have desires and good intentions, but by the first, second or third

year, mostof the relationships have fallen apart, andfathers have drifted outof the |

picture. |

e Why do you think that happens? (Listen to responses.)

Point out that many in the group may never have had a romantic relationship yet. Some

may have in the past, some may currently be in a seriousrelationship, and some may be

| parents. State that wherever they are regarding romantic relationships, each person can

use the knowledge and skills taught in this program to have healthy relationships.

Begin the transition to the research findings.

The Good News from ResearchJ . . .
.%* (PP) The good news today is thatfindingsfrom years of
| . . . * There are clear patternsthat protect relationships

relationship research has told us much about what goes right and and clearpatterns thatharm relationships
You'll have a chance to learn these important

relationship skills and apply them to your life.| what goes wrong in relationships.’

+ There are clear patterns of behaviors than can protect relationships

 

 

and clear patterns ofbehaviors that can harm them.
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% In this program, you'll learn how to recognize those patterns, and you will learn skills to

reduce the negative patterns, thus increasing your chancesof a healthy, happyrelationship.

% Andifyou are a parent, these skills are essential to help strengthen yourrelationship. Even

if a couple is not together, these skills are criticalfor co-parenting.

+

%* Finally, research has discovered much about how to choose partners wisely, what to find

out about someone, and how to be smart about handling attractions and developing

relationships. 
    Brainstorm: Unhealthy Relationships  Put up PowerPoint and ask each question, allowing for responses.

 

+ . . . .
% Can you think ofpeople you know in unhealthy relationships? How How have you seen unhealthy

relationships affect people?
have you seen it affect them?

|

|
|
|

|

|
|
+ What happens when people go through rough times in a

relationship? How doesit affect your emotional state? Your physical

health? Your school, work, or your child, ifyou have one?

 

+ rs especially important to consider how unhealthy relationships affect children.
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Put up PowerPoint:

Troubled Relationships Affect

Children
*% There is plenty of research on children who grow up with parents in

troubled relationships. This includes children in homes where:

e Parents fight a lot.

+ Arguments get physical.

e Parents” relationships fall apart and are unstable; they break up, find new partners, and

then maybe break up again. 
%* Those children are morelikely to havedifficulties in school, emotional and behavioral

problems, troubled relationships themselves, and get into trouble with the law.

+ Most parents love their children and try to do their best with what they have, but being in

an unhealthy relationship makes it harder to parent becauseof all the stresses and strains

| the relationship causes.

*e* Ifyou grew up in a home where the parent/adult relationships were unhealthy or abusive,  you probably remember how baditfelt.

| * The good news is that we have skills today that are easy to learn that can keep relationships

safe and healthy. You'll be learning these.
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| + Music

« Workbook: My Relationship Vision (pg. 1)

  

|
SECTION 1.2

| Defining a Vision AA

   Activity: Vision Building

 | Introduce with the following script: (PP)

+ IPs importantfor everyone to have a vision, a North Star ofsorts, 2AER

in one's mind about the kind of relationship you ultimately want WhatIs Your Vision?

to have.

 

% Right now I want you to close your eyes and imagine yourself

several years from now. Assumethat you'vefinished school, have

a job, a place you call home, andifyou have a child, imaginethat yourchild is doing well.

%2 Now, imagine your lovelife. Ifyou could have it exactly the way you wantit to be, what

would it be like? What is your partner like? What are you like together? Whatare you like

as a family ifyou have children?

Ask participants to open up their workbook to My Relationship Vision (pg. 1). Ask them

to write downseveral short statements describing their vision. The instructor should

read a couple of examples: “I have someone who's gonnabe therefor me.” “There’re no lies 
_ and we don’t cheaton each other.” “She’s my rock—encourages and supports me.” “Chill with

each other—we havefun together.” “We can really talk andlisten to each other.” “We take care

of our child together.” State that everything they write in their workbookis private and  that you will not be readingit.
 

Everyone needs vision of

whatthey desire
Play soft music while they are writing. Have volunteers share a

couple oflinesif they feel comfortable and time allows. Conclude icon guide your |

with this point: (PP) EN
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+ Everyone needs a vision ofwhat they want.

 

%e* Your vision can guide your choices and actions, and it can motivate you to getfrom where

you are to where you want to be in the future.

 

  SECTION1.3
o * small, clear, plastic glass or jar

Choosing Reds . = anden beads

or Greens? 10 minutes 
 

To demonstration is used to explain what the Love Notes program is all about. Have

one small, clear, plastic glass orjar filled mostly with red beads, with a few green

mixed in.*

Activity: Red or Green Demonstration’

 

 

Hold upthe glass or jar and announce:(PP) Choosing Reds or Greens?

“* Lam going to demonstrate what Love Notesis all about.

** Pick out a red bead and say: Imaginethat this red one represents

a poor relationship choicefor you. Ifyou picked a red one, it would

 

mean you got involved with the wrong person—maybe someone with many problems or simply someone whois just not rightfor you, someone you just

can't be yourself with, or someone unwilling to work on things. Or, worse, maybe it would

be someone who could hurt you or a child you might have.
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% (Holding up a green bead.) Ifyou chose a green one, it would be a good personfor

you. Not a perfect person, because nobody is perfect, but someone with whom you were

compatible, enjoy, and someone with whom you feel safe and can be yourself.

%* Now, ifyou could pick, which bead would you pick? Pause for response. Of course, a

green bead.

%* Let's say that this container represents all yourfuture relationships. Hold up. How could

you pick out a green? And whatifyou were blindfolded?

Invite one participant to close his or her eyes and to pick one. After he or she pulls out a

bead (mostlikely red) ask:

+ What could you do to increase your odds of choosing green?

+ Yes, take off the blindfold and open your eyes and decide not to choose a red one. Gaining

knowledge opens your eyes.

e And, you could askfor helpfrom people whocan see (trusted adults, for example).

e You could take your time, checking things out until you know more about someone.

That would help you better determine if a person was redor green.

e You couldalso decide not to go with a red. And you could, by your choices, add more

greens to your glass to increase your odds. You can choose to seek out healthierfriends

and partners.

e And, ifyou feel you are a red bead, you can decide to work on your issues— develop

more green qualities in yourself—to put yourselfon a goodtrackfor healthy

relationships.

Note: If they happento pull a green from the mostly reds, point out that sometimes we

all get lucky, but at their age theyare likely to have manyrelationships, and they can’t

rely on luck every time. Conclude with these words:

** This exercise is exactly whatthis program is all about. It will equip you with knowledge to

help you make relationship decisions and skills to achieve what you want.
N
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+ Love Notes will give youthe tools to take off the relationship blindfolds.

|Itwill help you understand the basicsof all kinds of relationships so you can have stronger

friendships and connections with trusted adults/family who can help you see yourselfand |

yourfuture better.

(PP) State that everyoneis in one ofthree places:
11. Notín arelationship

! now.

1. Notina relationship. What can you do to make wise | | | 2. Inarelationship, but
_ not sure aboutit.

relationship decisions in the future and increase the odds of | 3, In relationship and
e | wanting to stay

together.choosing a “green” partner?

 

 

2. Ina relationship, but not sure about the future. What

needs to happen, change, or improvefor this relationship to continue? How can you |

evaluate to really know if it’s worth it? And, if not, how can you endit safely? |

3. Ina relationship and wanting a future together. What knowledgeandskills do you |

need to keep your relationship healthy? And ifyou’re a parent, what skills do you both need

to have a real chance at a successful future togetherfor yourselves andfor your child?

 

Point out that this program is meantto increase one’s love smarts Love Notes Is about:
* Planning—foryourfuture relationships, education, workno matter what one’srelationship status is. (PP) sna

— by learning more abaut yourself2 8 relationship skills
— by following the Success Sequencı e your odds af success

+ * Pacing—thatis pacing your relationship involvements more

%* You won't leave here with all the answers, but you will leave sepocogescanesee
* Preventing—anyone(red beads} or anything (unintendedthis program equipped with someskills in howto build better pregnancy oan Sl rom being barter to ourpersonal

vision

relationships and make smart sexual choices.

 

+

% This program is an opportunity to think about what you wantfor yourselfand your

future. You need to have a vision ofwhat you wantin life, a plan for how to getit, and an

understanding of the impact that yourrelationship and sexual choices have on thoseplans.

+

(PP) Love Notesis about:

«e Planningfor yourfuture relationships, education, work, andfamily.

¢ By learning about yourselfand acquiring relationship skills.
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e By making clearrelationship and sexualchoices that will help you avoid risks.

e By learning the Success Sequence so you can follow your plan

e Pacing. Thatis, pacing yourrelationship involvements moreslowly.

e So you can make wise decisions today —especially wise sexual decisions —that will give

you more choices for your future.

e Preventing anyone(red beads) or anything (unplanned pregnancy or an STI)from being

barriers to your personal vision and plan.

A final word of advice:

%* Weare going to be togetherfor a number of sessions. You'll be learning a lot that can help

you examinerelationships and make decisions.

+ noe . . . .
%* Don't immediately run off after a session and use what you are learning tocriticize a family

member, partner, orfriend.   + Be patient. Let this time befor you to learn about healthy relationships, to practice some

| really helpful relationship skills, and to work through your workbook to make important

decisions.

%* Later you'll be learning communicationskills for how to bring up issues moreeffectively.9,
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  Concludethis section by reading aloudJessie’s Frustrations.
Jessie’s Frustrations

| Introduce it by saying you want to read something written by a

| young mother whogotinvolved too quickly. She describes how

| she and especially her child have been affected. When finished,

use the special note for parents. (PP)

 

Jessie’s Frustrations

 

| Basically, ifyour ex doesn't like your new boy/girlfriend, he or she can become quite an |

| annoyance— be it through unnecessary phonecalls, unsolicited visits, telling the child

untruths to get them to dislike your new boy/girlfriend, even taking you to court outof spite.

They can doall of these things and you can dolittle to stop them, becausethey are in your

life through the child. I have a loserfor an ex. He took me to court and called so much I had

to change my number and get a court orderfor him notto be able to call. He then showed up

places that I was going to be so he could harass me. He told my daughterall sorts of lies. And

| you know what? As much as I would lovefor him to just leave me alone, I get to see him

| every other weekend as I drop my daughter off so he can spend the weekend trying to turn

| her against me. And guess what—there is almost nothing I can do aboutit. My own brother

was oneof these nightmare ex-boyfriends to the mother of his child. He physically assaulted

more than four ofher boyfriends (causing them to break up with her) and continuesto harass

her. They have been apartfor ten years and she sees no end to the torment.

What can she do? Unless he actually physically assaults her or their daughter, she can do

nothing. He continues to come around despite restraining orders. Our situation is common.

Some young parents worry that their partner will leave, but others have the exact opposite

fear—that he won’t leave. But, what I worry about most is that my daughterseesall

these things and gets confused and scared. I wish she weren't being dragged through this

situation. My unstablelovelife has affected her. I got involved way too fast with him—

before I really knew what he waslike. |
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Makethese important points:

 

| 1) This story shows how one's lovelife is not neutral. How one goes abouttheirlovelife

has far-reaching consequences —forbetter orfor worse. She got involved with a red bead

through and through. And while this story is from a mother’s experience, there arefathers

with equally frustrating experiences ofgetting involved too quickly with a red bead. 
2) This program is about increasing your love smarts, whatever one’s gender and whatever

one’s sexual orientation.

Special Note: For pregnantor parenting youth,it is especially important to stress the

usefulness of healthy relationship skill education. It matters to the child and to the  parents, whether they stay togetheror are apart.

%* Multiple relationship transitions —goingfrom onepoorrelationship to another—can truly

jeopardize a child’s wellbeing and place them at riskfor problems.° |

%* Parents need tools to be able to assess their relationship:Is it healthy? Are there danger signs?

| Should it end? Or, what needs to change or improve to move toward afuture together?

%* Somerelationships end. Parents can strengthen their ability to choose a partner more wisely

next time. And, they can acquire skills to be able to build a healthy relationshipfrom thestart.

% All parents need good communication and conflict managementskills to co-parent whether

| they are together or apart. And, those skills help maintain a healthy relationship. |

%* Making smart relationship decisions and learning smartrelationship skills is importantfor

| parent and children alike.
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| « Film AntwoneFisher |

« Resource la: What/f...? (pg. 23)
« Resource 1b: BriefInstructor Resource: |

AntwoneFisher(pg. 24) |

SECTION 1.4 « Appendix: In-depth Film Guide for |

Antwone Fisher |

Film Opportunity CSA )

he film, AntwoneFisher, is employed to engage participants and hooktheir interest in

Ta Love Notes program. Importantly, it is an inspiring media resource for addressing

| traumaand healing andit represents every concept within Love Notes. Read the synopsis

below, as wellas the BriefInstructor Resource: Antwone Fisher (Resource 1b, pg. 24), |

| and then continueto the instructionsfor getting started. You may consult the /n-depth |

ı Film Guidefor Antwone Fisher in the appendix. Experience has shownthatthisfilm is a

powerful way to hook participantsinto the program (although we acknowledgethat

time constraints may notallowit). Below, you/ll find how to introduce the film, show the

first 8 minutes, and then several options for how youthcansee therestofit. If you can

find a creative way for your youth to viewit, it will be well worthit.

Film Synopsis for the Instructor:

This film, which is based on true story, stars Denzel Washington as Navy enlistee

AntwoneFisher’s psychologist. It is an inspiring portrayal of the healthy relationship

concepts of Love Notes. Antwone Fisher wasborn in prison to a troubled mother. His

father was killed two monthsbeforehis birth by an ex-girlfriend. He was placed in

| an orphanageandthen a foster home.In his foster home, Antwone experienced cruel

emotional, physical, verbal, and sexual abuse. Antwone’s abandonment and abuse

created a rage and anger within him thattranslated into serious violence problems.

After being kicked out of his abusive foster home, he was homeless and onthestreets

and realized his only option wasto join the military.

Viewers readily see how one’s growing-up experiences can impact behaviors and

attitudes, thus setting a person up for challengesin life. But this film portrays

Antwone’sroad to healing.It is a hopeful film that shows one can change his or her

path with awareness, support, courageto face the past, and willingness to learn new

skills and ways.
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Along the way Antwonefalls in love with Cheryl, another Navy enlistee. Their

developingrelationship illustrates many of Love Notes’ themes: knowing yourself

and taking your own growth and developmentseriously, handling attractions,

building blocks and ingredientsof positive relationships, the seven principles of

smart relationships, a realistic concept of love, the components oftrue intimacy, safe

and healthy relationships, sexual choices and planning, and the benefits of a low-risk

deciding, notsliding, approach torelationships. It also addresses the importance of

communication and conflict managementskills. Most important, it underscores the

importance of following a success sequence—education, employment, and marriage(if

one so chooses) before having child. It underscores how children are affected when

parentsslide into poorrelationships and sexual choices, and whenparentsslide rather

than decide to address serious personalissues.  
 

  

 

  
  
   
  

  

Activity: Antwone Fisher
Antwone Fisher—What if he...

 

+ had not dealt with his past?

- had not developed skills to
deal with his anger?| Introducethefilm with this script before playing Scenes 1-3 (eight

minutes): (PP)
+ had nottakenit slow with

Cheryl?

How would Antwone’s life have
|} turned out?
  

2 How many ofyou haveseen thefilm AntwoneFisher? This film

relates to manyof the themes we'll be dealing with in Love Notes.

It’s based on a true story. Right now I am going to play the opening scenes for you.

% Thefilm begins with Antwone’s recurring dream.+

When scenes 1-3 are finished continue with these points:

4

| % After Antwone walkedfrom the field and went into the barn, hefound a large table set

with food and a lovingfamily all around. He dreams and desires what mostchildren want, namely the love and protection of a healthyfamily.

° But as you saw, he wakes up from his dream in a cold sweat. Hislife is very different.

e  Antwone grew up abandoned and abused.It created a rage and anger within him that

translated into problems with violence. This film portrays Antwone’s journey into\
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adulthood —his challenges, his pain, and his triumphs. Healsofalls in love along the

way. We'll see how his life unfolds.

|

| Viewing Options
|

Listed below are several suggested viewing options given time and other constraints:

1. Place the DVD onreservein the resource center of your program or school.

2. Request they view it at home(accessed via internet, Netflix or streamed through

Amazon). The WhatIf...? assignment (Resource la, pg. 23) can be turned in for

| bonus points or a grade.

3. Set up a mini-retreat or extra session with popcorn. Consider lunchtime, after the

program or during school. Thefilm can easily be viewed in twoorthree parts.

4. Showthe two additional segmentsidentified below in the next sessions.

Here are recommendationsfor a couple of segments to showin session if other options

| do notfit or work for you and timeallowsit.

Scenes 4-9: Length 18 minutes. Deals with his past and how it affects his behavior today.

(Emphasizes Love Notes’ themes of knowing yourself, examining your baggage, and

how parents’ unaddressed problems, destructive and unstable relationships, along with

unplanned pregnancy, play outfor a child.)

Scenes 12-18: Length 19.30 minutes. Deals with his budding romance with Cheryl.

Scenes 23-25 completeit. Practically every conceptof healthy relationship development,

includingthe all-important concepts of deciding, not sliding, pacing and timing, and

the success sequenceare representedin their relationship.

Note:It is likely that after seeing the opening three scenes on thefirst day or after seeing

scenes 4-9, they will want to figure out a wayto see the rest on their own.If they view

the rest on their own, you can offer the extra credit worksheet.

Pass out the WhatIf...? response sheet (Resource la, pg. 23). To complete, they are

simplyto reflect on the questions and jot down an informal response on thesheet.
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Note: In the appendix thereis the /-depth Film Guidefor Antwone Fisher that relates to each

theme and points to corresponding lessons. Instructors should notfeel that they have

then make references and connections with concepts in the program.
 

|

to spend time discussingthe film in each lesson.It’s just provided to help you now and

 

SECTION1.5 | « 3x5 index cards

Trusted Adult a |
Connection

n importantpart of this program is providing conversation starters to nurture

A and connection between each young personparticipating in this program

and their parent and/or a trusted adult. Trusted Adult Connection (TAC)activities will be

provided for each lesson. They convey all the core concepts, provide talking points, and

use an easy activity to engage conversation. In a schoolsetting, credit can be givenfor

| completion. In a community-based program, perhaps some small bonus for completion.

To introducethis element of the program, point outthe following:

+ Everyone needs a go-to person. There is much to handle in life and many decisions to make to

| put, and keep, you on the path towards reaching your goals.

+ In thefilm, Antwonefounda go-to person in theform ofhis Navy psychologist, played by

Denzel Washington.It’s not that people need a psychologist; that’s not the point. But everyone

does need at least one caring and trusted person in his or herlife to bounceideasoff, for support,

for comfort,for direction, orfor wisdom.

+ In fhis program you will be asked periodically to share a conceptor ideafrom the program with a

| parent or trusted adult you've identified. We'll call these “Trusted Adult Connection Activities.”  
Do not worry ifyou have trouble identifying someone. We will help youfind someone.

So,
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 (PP) Give each student a 3x5 card and ask them to write their
. . . Trusted Adult

nameonit. Ask everyoneto try to identify a trusted adult they Connection Activities

might considerfor the connectionactivities. It can be a parent 3 Everyone needs a go-to person

or other adult family memberorrelative, a teacher, neighbor, + 25ads
a} Identify a person

orfriend’s parent, group leader, coach, or mentor. If they can beandeniy someone right now

identify someone, they should write down the name.If they

cannotidentify a person, ask them to write, “I cannot identify

 

someoneright now.” Special note: This step is to help the

instructor know if there are participants who maynot have a go-to person.

Offer to help him orherfind a person to connect with, at least for the duration of

this program, so they can discuss the issues and concepts raised in the Trusted Adult

Connection activity sections. Recruit colleaguesat the school or in the program.

Experience has shownthe “trusted adult” enjoys this as much as the youth benefit from

extending these conversations outsidethe session.

Trusted Adult Connection activities are at the endofthe lessons. Ask participantsto

obtain the signature and date after doing the connection, so you can check they’ve

| completedit. Offer credit (school setting) or some small bonus for completing them. |
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  ! Child Trends Research Brief, (July

2009), “Young Adult Attitudes about

| Relationships and Marriage: Times May

| Have Changed But Expectations Remain

High,” Scott, M., Schelar, E., Manlove,J.,

| Ciu, C.

2 Fragile Family Research Briefs: “Parents”

Relationship Status Five Years after a

Nonmarital Birth,” No. 39, June 2007.

See fragilefamilies.princeton.edu /

publications.asp. Child Trends Data Bank

October 2016, “Births to Unmarried

Women:Indicators of Child and Youth

Wellbeing.”

Major researchers include Howard

Markman,Scott Stanley, University of

Denver, Center for Marital and Family

Studies and John Gottman, University of

Washington, The GottmanInstitute.

3. Wathen, Nadine C. & MacMillan,

Harriet L., “Children’s exposure to

| intimate partner violence: Impacts and

interventions.” Pediatrics Child Health,

October 2013. 18(8).

* This demonstration is credited to Natalie

Jenkins, co-author and president of PREP

Inc. Adapted with permission from

Within My Reach, PREP for Individuals. 5 Sawhill, Isabel V. (2014) Generation

Unbound. BrookingsInstitution Press;

Wang, Wendy & Wilcox, W. Bradford,

June 2017. “The millennial success

sequence: Marriage, kids, and the ‘success sequence” among young adults.”

Institute for Family Studies.

ee
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Fragile Family Research Briefs: “Parents”

Relationship Status Five Years after a

Nonmarital Birth,” No. 39, June 2007;

“Union Formation and Dissolution; Child

Trends March 2005, Facts at a Glance,

publication #2005-02.

 

 



A Lesson 1: RESOURCE 1A 23

A

| WhatIf...? |

Antwone had someserious baggage from the past.It influencedhis presentlife,

especially seen with his anger and aggression. As you are viewingthefilm, reflect on

the questions below and then afterwards jot down yourresponses:

e Whatif Antwone had not gained an understanding abouthis past?

 
e What if Antwone hadn’t had someonewiseto talk to abouthis relationship with

Cheryl? If he had not taken it slowly with Cheryl?  
+ How doyouthinkhis life would have turned out? Make a prediction.
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Brief Instructor Resource: Antwone Fisher

The film presents three important themes:

Thefirst theme is the importance of self-awareness and self-development.It is

useful to examine one’s growing-up experience and to consider how it impacts one’s

currentlife. From that kind of examination, one can identify what has helped, what

has hurt, and what needsto changein order to move toward one’s goals. Sometimes

it involves healing past hurts. In this film, Antwone Fisher courageously confronts

his painful past and beginsthe process of healing and dealing with his anger and

ageression. The help of the U.S. Navy psychologist, played by Denzel Washington,

is pivotal in this process. Thefilm is inspirational because it shows that with aware-

ness, skills, and a consciouseffort, one can changehis or her path.

The second themeis the impact of parents’ troubled relationship on children. This

film vividly showshowit cantragically affect children when parentsslide into poor

relationship choices and have numerous problem behaviors they haven’t addressed.

In this case, Antwoneis taken away and putinto foster care. His biological parents,

it is alluded to, have had substance abuse issues and were involved in the criminal

justice system. While mostfoster families provide a loving and safe haven,thatis

not alwaysthe case. Antwonefelt abandoned,rejected, and faced a childhood of

abuseat the handsofhis foster family.

The third theme involves Antwone’s relationship with Chery].It illustrates how to

build a positive and healthy relationship and reinforces the core concepts of this cur-

riculum. For example, healthy romantic relationships often develop slowly. Antwone

and Cheryl enjoy the excitementof their infatuation. They take time to get to know

each other, spendingtime talking and doing fun things. They take pleasure in their

gentle affection—butpace their physicalintimacy slowly while learning about each

other and their pasts. They build trust and a genuine friendship while they practice

good communicationskills. Finally, Antwone’s loyalty to Cheryl presents an excel-

lent exampleof trust, faithfulness, and commitmentin action.

Note: An /n-depth Film GuideforAntwone Fisher examining scenesrelating to all of the

concepts in Love Notes is found in the Appendix.
A
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